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	The clock or time synchronization problem in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) requires a procedure for providing a common notion of time across the nodes of WSNs. In general, clock synchronization is viewed as a critical factor in maintaining the good functioning of WSNs due mainly to their decentralized organization and timing uncertainties caused by the imperfections in hardware oscillators and message delays at the physical and medium access control (MAC) layers. In addition, synchronization of the nodes of wireless sensor networks is crucial for implementing fundamental operations such as power management, transmission scheduling, data fusion, localization and tracking, and security protocols to name only a few applications.


	The aim of this book is to provide an introduction to the clock synchronization problem of WSNs from a statistical signal processing viewpoint. Therefore, most of the topics presented in this book deal with building efficient clock offset estimation algorithms and performance benchmarks for general synchronization approaches that rely on sender–receiver and receiver–receiver timing packet exchange mechanisms. A summary of the key features of the most representative protocols proposed for clock synchronization of WSNs is also presented, together with some interesting open research problems.
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The Definitive Guide to Modern Java Clients with JavaFX: Cross-Platform Mobile and Cloud DevelopmentApress, 2019

	
		
			Build enhanced visual experiences and design and deploy modern, easy-to-maintain, client applications across a variety of platforms. This book will show you how these applications can take advantage of the latest user interface components, 3D technology, and cloud services to create immersive visualizations and allow...
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Assessing Children's Well-Being: A Handbook of MeasuresLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
The emphasis on collaborative management of children's health has led to the involvement of multiple disciplines in pediatric health care. This shift has resulted in an increasing focus on the assessment of children's functioning across multiple domains. The Task Force on Pediatric Education (1978) noted several decades ago that the types of...
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Success in Evolutionary Computation (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
Darwinian evolutionary theory is one of the most important theories in human history for it has equipped us with a valuable tool to understand the amazing world around us. There can be little surprise, therefore, that Evolutionary Computation (EC), inspired by natural evolution, has been so successful in providing high quality solutions in a large...
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Financial Econometrics, Mathematics and Statistics: Theory, Method and ApplicationSpringer, 2019

	
		This rigorous textbook introduces graduate students to the principles of econometrics and statistics with a focus on methods and applications in financial research. Financial Econometrics, Mathematics, and Statistics introduces tools and methods important for both finance and accounting that assist with asset...
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Heroku Cloud Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	A comprehensive guide to help you build, deploy, and troubleshoot cloud applications seamlessly using Heroku


	Overview

	
		Understand the concepts of the Heroku platform: how it works, the application development stack, and security features
	
		Learn how to build, deploy, and troubleshoot a cloud...
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Pharmaceutical Compounding and DispensingPharmaceutical Press, 2010

	Pharmacists or their pharmaceutical equivalents have
	been responsible for compounding medicines for cen
	turies. Recently this role has been challenged in the
	pharmaceutical literature with suggestions and recom
	mendations that it is inappropriate for the pharmaceu
	tical practitioner to compound medicines in a local
	pharmacy...
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